
Cheryle A. Grace

Thank you for taking this opportunity to review my resume
which chronicles my work in the Motion Picture and
Television Industry. As a Set Decorator I have been heading
the Set Dressing Department successfully for over eighteen
years. Prior to that, I have been a successful Leadman and
Set Dresser for more than five years.

 As you review my resume you will see I have an extensive
history of working in film and television with every major
studio in Los Angeles. I have worked in just about every
genre of film and my experiences have been very rewarding.
 I have had the opportunity to work with some exceptional
talent, Tak Fujimoto, DP on Devil In A Blue Dress; the late
Bernie Mac on Player’s Club, actors Viggo Mortensen and
Denzel Washington and many, many other talented
Producers, Writers and DP’s and Production Designers and
actors.

I enjoy the work I do. I am looking for a challenging
opportunity that continues to elevate my skill as Set
Decorator. When I learned of this project, I was eager to get
my resume into the proper hands for this reason - every Set
Decorator dreams of working in a challenging untested
atmosphere. I certainly want that opportunity for myself; to
create a spellbinding visual palette that captures the integrity
of the storyline.

 I am now living in Louisiana and working between there and
California, I enjoy the options both states offer this industry
and appreciate being able to continue to work in the arena I
love. I learned of your project from Local 44, and was excited
to contact you.



To that end I am sending my resume for consideration. My
energy and talents await a project. I would be delighted to
bring my extensive history of working in film and television,
my skills, experience, and local knowledge to this project. I
want to be there knee deep in collaboration, making a new
kind of history once again. I look forward to hearing from
you.

Please contact me at 323 807 8688 or 504 701 0565.

Regards,

Cheryle A. Grace


